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Setting the stage for a constructive coaching session
For many people having a coaching conversation can be very difficult, even more
difficult than presenting a speech to a large group of people. There is often anxiety
of how the coach will be perceived. There is anxiety about how the recipient will
process and internalize the feedback. There can even be a wide perception gap or
significant misinterpretation about the feedback itself. All this adds up to people
often avoiding, delaying or even never having the coaching conversation at all.
If one breaks down the four major elements of a typical coaching conversation,
quite simply, coaching can be summarized as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Diagnosing performance (an objective, evidence-based analysis).
Prescribing solutions (specific recommendations with reasonable odds of success).
The Science of providing feedback (what specific message is proposed or what is “said”).
The Art of providing feedback (how the message is delivered – what is actually “heard”).

The challenge in coaching effectively is not so much with the first two steps; Diagnosing and
Prescribing but more with the last two - The Science and Art of providing feedback.
Since many people in a management position have a real aversion to having difficult conversations
what advice do you have that can help them be more effective as a coach?
First, I think it is important for people to reflect back in their career to a time when someone they
respected had a similar difficult conversation. Think about the challenging fork in the road that you
faced and the impact that the Compelling Coaching Conversation (C3) had on you.
What if the person you respected had never initiated the conversation?
What if you had never made the compelling changes?
It's this reflection that will help people realize that they are far better off having the uncomfortable
conversation than not having it. Also, avoiding the conversation and tolerating low-performing or
under-achieving people only makes things worse. In essence, you are doing the person a disservice.
Second, it is important to frame the conversation correctly to better develop self-awareness and set
the stage for self-regulation. The coaching conversation is best set up with the “ABC” and “DEF”
contrast in performance and frame of reference.
An effective coaching conversation with an someone about a significant problem (D, E, and F), goes
something like this:
“Bob, I’ve had a chance to observe you for several years in many, many leadership situations and
interactions with your people. What’s easy for me to say is that when it comes to “A, B, and C,” you
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are exceptional. It is something that you are both naturally talented at AND it’s something you‘ve
managed to develop and improve to a very high level over time."
“What is more difficult for me to say is that when it comes to “D, E and F,” your style and behavior
actually takes away from your leadership effectiveness. This happens often and to a degree that when
people see you do “D, E and F,” they forget about how talented you are with “A, B and C” and all they
remember is “D, E and F."
“Bob, my role as your coach is to do everything I can to help you become a more consistent and
effective leader in all types of situations. I will do everything I can to help you but you’re going to have
to take inventory with this feedback, develop better self-awareness and work hard on the areas where
you are deficient. This also means being coachable without becoming defensive."
“Bob, it’s important for you to recognize that if you are successful in making the changes we outline
and openly discuss, then you are going to have a lot of upside in your management career."
“It’s also important for you to recognize that if you’re not successful in making these changes, it can
affect your chances of remaining in your current role and this deficiency could even hurt you in your
career."
“Bob, I would like you to take some time to think about the feedback I’ve just given you and also do a
little homework.” Assign an article for Bob to read, speak to other people for additional honest
feedback, take a behavioral assessment etc.
“After you’ve had time for a little reflection, let’s meet Thursday morning for breakfast and outline a
roadmap and game plan for both of us. I also look forward to your input and feedback about how I
can serve as your coach in this process.”
Third, avoid being more concerned with what you say (the transmitter) than what is heard and
experienced (by the receiver). The art and science of how the message is delivered is vital to how the
feedback will ultimately be received. This includes the words you choose, your body language, your
emotion or expression, the setting and the timing.
Make sure that you think through what the desired outcome is ahead of time. Be very specific with
your ABC and DEF examples.
Show genuine interest and that you care. The more difficult the conversation, the more you have to
show through your delivery that you care.
My simple guideline for a C3 is that you should disturb someone just enough to get them to take
action but fall short of pissing them off. If you don't disturb them, there will be no perceived need to
change. If you piss them off they will become defensive, not listen, and not follow through.
Finally, recognize the five stages of grief that people will go through. Some people move through the
stages quickly and some will take much longer. The feedback will need to incubate and I recommend
that there be another time to meet and discuss after a reasonable amount of incubation time has
elapsed.
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1. There will be denial: What does _______ know anyway? That's just their opinion!
2. There will be anger: Why would they say that to me? I work as hard as anyone on the
management team!
3. There will be depression: If having the natural ability to do “ABC” was something I wasn't born
with, maybe I'll never have it and fall short of achieving my goals.
4. There will be bargaining: If I show up and do ABC, maybe that will be enough?
5. There will be acceptance: __________ was right!
What are the most challenging issues experienced when you're trying to have a C3?
First it's choosing exactly how to frame the conversation (as I have mentioned).
 The specific ABC and DEF examples
 The art and science of the dialogue combined with the compelling element to disturb them
just enough to take action and fall short of pissing them off.
Second is the specific timing: Figure out the best time when they will be receptive vs. convenient.
Third, which may be the most important factor, is their degree of coachability. The coachability is the
critical part because you can have all the other elements right and still not reach the person because
they are uncoachable. Given that their degree of coachability becomes the largest rate-limiting factor
in their ultimate improvement, I've developed a ten question coachability assessment for you to
assess a person's relative level of motivation and coachability.
1. Do they respect you - the person providing the coaching and feedback?
2. Have they completely "bought into" their quantitative assessment of their performance and agree
with your feedback?
3. Do they agree with your qualitative assessment regarding the upside benefits of improving and
the downside consequences of not improving?
4. Are they willing to prioritize the improvement initiatives "at the top of their to-do list" rather than
making the items an "add-on" thing to do?
5. Are they willing to devote significant time every day to the improvement initiatives?
6. Are they willing to create a written plan with a specific timeline and hard target milestones?
7. Are they willing to consistently measure their performance?
8. Are they willing to meet often with their coach (you) for ongoing coaching and progress reports?
9. Are they willing to go public and announce to others that they are working on their specific
challenges?
10. Are you willing to seek additional feedback and/or coaching from others regarding your
improvement initiatives?
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Common Questions and Answers for the Coaching Process:
Q: Who should perform the coaching sessions?
A: The process works best with consistent cascading of coaching from the senior level leaders down
to front-line managers. The adoption of the process by mid level management is directly
proportionate to the commitment of the senior executives. The "C" suite executives need to conduct
coaching sessions with the VP's, the VP's need to conduct the sessions with the Directors and the
Directors need to conduct the sessions with their respective front-line managers. Often times,
executives and leaders at the VP level will "opt into" participating in the sessions with
leaders/managers at lower levels (Directors and front-line managers). The determination for
conducting a "joint coaching session" is at the discretion of the executive based upon their
assessment of the leader's coaching effectiveness and degree of difficulty with the coaching
conversation. This "joint approach" can help assure the integrity and consistency of the coaching
experience.
Q: How much time should be scheduled for the coaching session itself?
A: The coaching session should last approximately 30 minutes to one hour (depending upon the
nature or compelling challenges with the conversation). Also, we recommend that the coaches
should budget 30 minutes of prep time for every one hour of coaching to be prepared with
performance data, to frame the conversation and to determine follow up activities.
Q: Where should the session be conducted?
A: It is best to conduct the coaching session in an office setting where there are no external
distractions (especially other people). Also, demonstrate to the person receiving the coaching that
the coaching time is important by not taking any phone calls or being distracted by e-mail etc.
Remember, they will ultimately coach others the way in which they have been coached.
Q: How often should coaching sessions occur?
A: If the leader/manager is performing well (succeeding or excelling), formal coaching can be on a
quarterly to monthly basis to reinforce good business practices, provide assistance with current
issues and contribute to growth and professional development. If the person is performing poorly
(struggling to failing), coaching must be more frequent. The coaching plan may require contact on a
weekly basis. If the person being coached needs "partnering" (assistance to do their day to day
work), an evaluation must be performed to determine if the person can perform in the role as
expected. Remember, partnering to help people with their day to day management responsibilities is
not sustainable. The result can lead to sub-optimizing of the coaches' performance.
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Q: There seems to be a lot of data to consider for the coaching sessions, is there any specific
information that is more important to consider than other data?
A: Overall, each macro perspective of the information is important and should initially be given equal
weighting. This includes: 1). The "bottom-up" leadership effectiveness feedback from the employees
(illustrated on the performance management "Eye Chart). 2). The engagement scores and culture
created within the department (from the employee survey). 3). The "top-down" leadership
assessment data (illustrated on the Talent Management "Eye Chart"). 4). The hard performance
metrics (typically in 5 to 6 key business practices). 5). A behavioral styles assessment. Remember,
it's important to not limit the your assessment of overall performance and coaching feedback to just
one of the macro perspectives. The greatest precision in determining overall performance and the
best way to frame a "gap or contrast" in performance is achieved when including all performance
perspectives. See diagram below for an illustration of the different perspectives.

“GPS – like” Navigation (Business Intelligence) 30,000
Executive Perspective of Leadership Talent
5

6

4

5

5

Talent Management “Eye Chart”

Behavioral Style Assessment

Behavioral Assessments

24 Data points

22 Data points
6

2

“Hard” Performance Metrics
• Financial results $$$
• Productivity of FTE’s
• Quality and safety
• Labor costs
• Cycle times/through-put

12 Data points

7

“Soft” Performance Metrics
• Staff satisfaction & loyalty
• Culture and engagement
• Employee retention
• Performance review scores
• Customer satisfaction - loyalty

3
Front-line Manager

Leader Success Rates Considering Talent & Degree of Difficulty (DoD)
90%
80%

90%

High Success Zone = “A” & “B+” Talent
Excellent Alignment
Odds 3:1 “Likely to Succeed”

85%
75%

Odds of Success

70%
60%

60%
50%
40%

1

80%
75%

70%

Possible Success Zone
Poor Alignment
40%

45%

65%

60%
Most Frequent
Mistake

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

20%

“D” Level Talent

“C” Level Talent

50%
40%

30%

30%

30%
Unlikely Success Zone = “C” & “D” Talent
Bad Alignment
Odds 3:1 “Likely to Fail”
“B” Level Talent

20%
10%

“A” Level Talent

Performance Management “Eye Chart”

Demonstrated Leadership Ability (Talent) Level

Talent Alignment (Odds of Success)
Coaching Plan, Leadership continuity

Staff Perspective of Manager Performance

12 Data points
Copyright Success Profiles Inc. Research, 1992 to 2011

Q: How much time should be allowed for a person to realistically turnaround performance?
A: If the assignment is a "turnaround" where heavy lifting work is required, it could genuinely take 9
to 12 months to reach sustainable levels of consistent performance. If the person being coached has
been performing below expectations for a considerable period (2 years or longer) or if their
behavioral style is derailing their effectiveness, the coach must consider if the person is the right
person for the role. Our observation is that the dominant tendency for leaders is that they wait too
long (too often) in acting on low performers.
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At the end of your diagnosis, you should ask yourself the final qualifying question… Based upon this
leader/manager’s demonstrated ability level (Talent and experience) and based upon the results they
are achieving (expected outcomes), would you hire or appoint this person for the role again? If yes,
then you are obligated to help them become successful. If no, you need to intervene with a decision
to make a change because leaving them in the role is a disservice to them (at a minimum) and
potentially damaging (gross negligence) to other stakeholders (customers, patients etc.). Negligence
defined in Leadership Alignment: Knowingly leaving an overleveraged person in a role where they
are failing and expecting an unrealistic turnaround in performance.
Q: What happens when a manager claims that the challenges that they face and the issues that
contribute to their poor performance are outside of their span of control?
A: It's possible that the contributing factors are outside of their control however, the majority of the
time, an effective manager will develop strategies and tactics to manage around or "deal with" the
issues (weather directly or indirectly). If the manager needs assistance from you (the coach) or
leaders above them, establish the action items in the written coaching plan and follow through. Keep
in mind that it is often easy and convenient for someone to deflect responsibility. Make sure there is
agreement on what is expected in the leadership role (as a manager, director, VP, or executive).
Q: What's the best way to deliver coaching the involves really challenging or difficult feedback
about disruptive behavior?
A: The behavioral psychology of coaching session needs to help establish improved self awareness
and set the stage for better self regulation. First, you must convey that you care very much about the
person (as opposed to caring for them). Second, you need to be very specific with examples of where
their behavior has been disruptive or ineffective. Third, you need to provide a frame of reference
with other positive behaviors that they exhibit where they are effective. This can be done very easily
with the "ABC and DEF" coaching conversation guide on page 3 of this document. Fourth, you need
to be specific with the upside opportunities that can be realized with improvements and the
downside consequences if the expected improvements fall short. Finally, the coach needs to let the
person know that they will assist any way they can but the ultimate contributing factors to the
changes are the responsibility of the person receiving the coaching.
Final thoughts: The coaching experience is extremely challenging, rewarding and revealing. For the
coach, you will learn much about yourself. You will be challenged to frame each coaching
conversations with the proper balance of both art and science. You may even lose sleep over the
anxiety of having a fierce conversation.
The rewarding part comes with the ultimate growth, maturity and performance improvement with all
the people receiving coaching. Finally, every coaching interaction is revealing - where people will
telegraph volumes about themselves, their loyalty to your organization, their responsibility to their
people and their respect about you as their coach.
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Interpreting the Demonstrated performance Elements of your Coaching Plan
There are several performance dimensions displayed on the summary page of your coaching plans.

Leader Name:

XXXXXXX

Date:

2/14/201X

Title:

Vice President - XXXXX

Reports to:

XXXXXX

Department:

Business Development

Location:

XXXXXX

Top-Down Leadership Eye Chart Results

Odds of Success Calculator
90%

Demonstrated Leadership Talent
Level

80%

19.38
B

High Success Zone Excellent
Alignment

70%

75%

50%

High
45%

Overall Performance

Struggling

Possible Success Zone
Poor Alignment

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

"C" Level

Unlikely Success Zone Bad
Alignment

"B" Level

40%
20%
10%

"A" Level

7 Attributes of Demonstrated Leadership Ability
1. Has an optimistic and forward-looking orientation.

2.46

2. Has a high emotional intelligence (demonstrates good communication and people skills).

2.42

3. Has an open minded perspective (is willing to change, and is seen as a "change agent").

2.67

4. Is respected by others (leaders, peers, physicians, and staff).

3.04

5. Is focused on results and outcomes (is achievement oriented, and sets goals).

2.71

6. Has a high capacity to perform in a fast-paced work environment.

3.08

7. Is humble, maintains composure and behavior (the ability to handle high levels of stress very well).

Top-Down Leadership Index Score Comparison
Internal %tile Rank

19.3%

Absolute %tile Rank

38.6%

Peer %tile Rank

26.8%

Bottom-Up Eye Chart Results

Total Goals Management Category Scores
Weight
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
0%

XXXXX Direct Reports

Lower-Middle
Quartile

XXXXX Direct Reports

Tier II

Performance Management Eye Chart

Tier Level (Morehead Data)

Total Goals Management Summary Score

Score
3.50
2.81
3.65
5.00
5.00
0.00

Total Calculated Score:

Weight

Score

100%

3.99

Internal %tile Rank:

Leadership Behavioral Style - Intensities
Accommodating
Collaborative
Diplomatic
Serious
Reserved
Quiet
Logical
Action-Oriented
Challenging
Generalist
Improviser
Instinctive
Guarded
Content
Experience-Based
Practical

50%
30%

20%

3.00

Category
People
Service
Growth
Quality
Financial
Community

70%

30%

30%

"D" Level
Score (0 pt - 4 pt)

80%

65%

60%

45%

40%

40%
Odds of Success

90%

60%

60%
Complexity/Difficulty of Role

85%

75%

69

65
47
31
41
40

31
30
36
54
61
63

49
59
52

67

47.7%

Assertive
Independent
Blunt
Enthusiastic
Social
Verbal
Sympathetic
Supportive
Tolerant
Precise
Organized
Achieving
Daring
Ambitious
Imaginative
Resourceful

PROFILE - ANALYZER
Deal with specifics and facts and avoid emotional expressions. Honor their need for structure and give
them time to analyze and prepare.

STRENGTHS
They tend to be analytical, logical, direct, and confident; and they like new challenges. They excel at
seeing the larger vision, creating efficient methods and procedures and listening carefully for the facts.

RELATIONSHIP KEYS
Deal with specifics and facts and avoid emotional expressions. Honor their need for structure and give
them time to analyze and prepare.

STRUGGLES
They may lack sensitivity to the feelings or efforts of coworkers. In addition, they may come across as
critical, curt and impatient.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

The coaching plans are designed to compile the most pertinent and timely leadership/management
performance information available and to provide a structured approach to the coaching
conversation (feedback and questions to address in the coaching session).
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With respect to the performance information, the following is included in the first version of the
Palmetto coaching plan:
1. The “top down” leadership effectiveness evaluation from the Talent Management “Eye Chart”
(including the 7 attributes of demonstrated leadership ability).
2. The complexity rating of the role/function (High, Medium or Low).
3. The overall performance estimate (excelling, succeeding, struggling or failing).
4. The relative odds of success (comparing ability level and complexity).
5. The top down leadership index score percentile rank (internal, absolute and peer rank).
6. The bottom up “soft metrics” of leadership/management effectiveness (measured feedback
from the Morehead employee engagement survey). Quartile rank and management tier.
7. The 6 key indicators of the Total Goals Management performance data (TGM metrics).
8. The TGM percentile rank for the leader/manager (internal Palmetto comparison).
9. The RightPath 6 behavioral style intensities (to help identify the potential “assets vs.
liabilities” aspect of their natural-hardwired talent).
10. The RightPath 4 Blended profile summary description (including Strengths, Struggles,
Relationship Keys).
With respect to the structured approach coaching conversation, we are trying to balance the
relative detail of the plan with the desire to use a concise form/document for the written
document and the on-line version that incorporates multiple screens with no size/space limitations
and on demand accessibility. These elements include:
1. The protocol for the coaching session (how to set the stage and plan ahead for the
conversation).
2. The specific questions that are addressed (to identify areas of strength vs. struggles, skill vs.
style etc.).
3. The assessment tools available to assess or diagnose the contributing factors to performance
deficiencies (relative coachability, coaching down intensity items, coaching up deficiencies
etc.).
4. The obstacles and/or barriers that can sub-optimize performance (within or outside of the
persons span of control).
5. The performance of the leaders/managers/supervisors appointed below the leader being
coached.
6. The reminder tips (proven – sound management practices for the coach).
7. Reminders of the 5 stages of grief (incubation time for people to become self aware and deal
with the perceptions of others).
8. Reminders of Behavioral style tendencies of blended RP-4 styles (Strengths, struggles
relationship keys etc.).
9. An inventory list of business articles for the coach and person being coached to read and to
discuss in future coaching sessions.
10. An agreement as to what the commitment level will be going forward as well as the schedule
for coaching sessions (quarterly, monthly, weekly etc.).
As you should expect, some people have more natural or developed coaching ability than others. For
most leaders at an above average to high performing level (B+ to A+ = about 50% to 75% of the
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group), they really like the structured format of the plans and only require a little help with setting
the stage for the conversations.
For those that are average or middle performers (about 25% to 35% of the group), they need more
help and “role playing practice” with the plans. For those who are poor performers (10% to 20% of
the group), they need significant help because of their own leadership and coaching ineffectiveness.
Also for the last group (poor performers) we recommend a “tag team” approach with other leaders
serving in a coaching capacity. We therefore try and design a plan that will be easy for 75% to 90% of
the leadership/management population.
Remember, your ultimate challenge can be with the combination of ineffective leaders trying to
coach poor performers (the tough conversations).

Elements of the Structured Coaching Conversation (Pages 2 and 3 of the printed version):
Determine frequency of coaching sessions based upon need and overall performance.
1. _______ Formal sessions Quarterly with monthly informal sessions.
2. _______ Formal sessions Monthly.
3. _______ Formal sessions Monthly with occasional informal sessions.
4. _______ Formal sessions Weekly.
A. Determine coachability (are there any issues that need to be discussed with your role as this
persons coach or with their relative level of coachability?
See separate coachability assessment in the "tool kit" section to determine the level of commitment
with the coaching process (you may need to reach agreement up-front with this process).

B. Improvements/changes related to leadership effectiveness (Skills related).
Are there any skill deficiencies for this leader that are vital to his/her success in this role?

C. Are What behavioral style issues appear to be taking away from this leader’s leadership
effectiveness (consider how would you diagnose them and how would you set the stage for the
coaching conversation).
What are primary behavioral style intensities that stand out in this leader’s RightPath Profile?
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D. Review the TGM performance expectations, targets and milestone dates.
What is this leader’s current performance in the 6 categories and what are the specific and realistic
performance targets for the Total Goals Management criteria? If not meeting any of the
expectations, is the person falling short of the target metrics due to ineffective leadership?

E. Review obstacles and barriers (both inside or outside of the leader/manager's span of control)
and develop an action plan for removing them if possible.
Make sure that there is agreement as to what issues are within the leader/manager's span of
responsibility.

F. Evaluate the people in management positions that report to the person being coached.
Consider how they are performing and determine if they may be falling short of expectations. Help
the person being coached to develop game plans for those leaders.
Also, is there anything you can do to assist this leader in his/her coaching efforts for them?

G. Take inventory with any specific things that you could do better as this persons coach.
Are there any of the top 10 management business practices that are not effective, lacking or hurting
this leader in his/her performance? (see list).
How much should you partner with this leader to do “his/her job?”

H. Additional considerations.
Are there any personal issues (with family, health, relationships etc.) that could be contributing to the
persons leadership ineffectiveness or performance?
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How to best evaluate the leadership criteria from the Talent Management (top down assessment)
and Performance Management (bottom up) Eye Charts: Review the measurement criteria
illustrated on the report below.
Leader Name:

XXXXXXX

Date:

2/14/201X

Title:

Vice President - XXXXX

Reports to:

XXXXXX

Department:

Business Development

Location:

XXXXXX

Top-Down Leadership Eye Chart Results

Odds of Success Calculator
90%

Demonstrated Leadership Talent
Level

Complexity/Difficulty of Role

19.38
B
High

80%
70%

High Success Zone Excellent
Alignment

60%

60%

50%

45%

40%

40%

45%

Odds of Success
Overall Performance

Struggling

25%

20%

15%

90%
80%

65%

70%
60%

Possible Success Zone
Poor Alignment

10%

5%

"C" Level

50%
40%
30%

20%

Unlikely Success Zone Bad
Alignment

"B" Level

20%
10%

"A" Level

7 Attributes of Demonstrated Leadership Ability

3.00

1. Has an optimistic and forward-looking orientation.

2.46

2. Has a high emotional intelligence (demonstrates good communication and people skills).

2.42

3. Has an open minded perspective (is willing to change, and is seen as a "change agent").

2.67

4. Is respected by others (leaders, peers, physicians, and staff).

3.04

5. Is focused on results and outcomes (is achievement oriented, and sets goals).

2.71

6. Has a high capacity to perform in a fast-paced work environment.

3.08

7. Is humble, maintains composure and behavior (the ability to handle high levels of stress very well).

Top-Down Leadership Index Score Comparison
Internal %tile Rank

19.3%

Absolute %tile Rank

38.6%

Peer %tile Rank

26.8%

Total Goals Management Category Scores
Category
People
Service
Growth
Quality
Financial
Community

85%
75%

30%

30%

"D" Level
Score (0 pt - 4 pt)

75%

Weight
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
0%

Score
3.50
2.81
3.65
5.00
5.00
0.00

Bottom-Up Eye Chart Results
XXXXX Direct Reports

Lower-Middle
Quartile

XXXXX Direct Reports

Tier II

Performance Management Eye Chart

Tier Level (Morehead Data)

Total Goals Management Summary Score
Total Calculated Score:

Weight

Score

100%

3.99

Internal %tile Rank:

47.7%

Question Sequence for the Talent Management “Eye Chart” information:
When evaluating the leadership alignment and overall performance of a person in a leadership role,
refer to the following questions (logic) sequence.





What is the Degree of Difficulty (complexity) of the role? (High, Medium or Low)
What is the demonstrated Leadership ability (talent) level? (A, B, C, or D)
What is the leader’s relative odds of success? (see odds of success chart)
What is the leadership alignment? (Underleveraged, Overleveraged or in alignment) – See
color code across the top of the TMEC.
1. If in the Green zone, the person is 3:1 likely to succeed.
2. If in the Yellow zone, the odds of success are 40% to 45%
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3. If in the Red zone, the person is 3:1 likely to struggle or fail.
What is the leader's percentile ranking? (for your organization and the healthcare industry)
What is the overall performance level? (Excelling, succeeding, struggling or failing)
1. Validate overall performance with your balanced set of “hard” metrics.
2. If you have not explicitly defined which measures define success or failure, you will
need to do so. Consider relative weighting of measures.
 Excelling is usually defined as exceeding all of the performance targets. Succeeding
means hitting all (or the majority) of the performance targets. Struggling means
missing some (or most) of the performance targets. Failing means missing most (or all)
of the performance targets.

If in alignment – GREEN Zone (with good odds of success) and Succeeding or Excelling… This leader
is most likely properly aligned and is achieving the expected performance targets.
If in alignment – GREEN Zone (with good odds of success) and Struggling or Failing… The person
should be successful so consider the obstacles and barriers that could be impeding performance. Also
consider the timetable required for a "turnaround" within the span of control or leadership
style/behaviors.
If out of alignment (in over their heads with lower odds of success) and Succeeding or Excelling…
This leader is performing well in spite of having odds that may be lower than 50%/50%. (Remember
that while this is possible, it is not often likely). Although this leader/manager is doing well (which is
good), be careful not to add too much complexity to their assignment because they are vulnerable to
becoming overleveraged (in over their heads). Keep in their role, coach appropriately and avoid
adding to their span of control (complexity).

Four Distinct Leadership Alignment and Coaching Zones
Leader Success Rates Considering Talent & Degree of Difficulty (DoD)
90%
High Success Zone = “A” & “B+” Talent

80%
70%

R 3 to R 10
Excellent Alignment
Odds 3:1 “Likely to Succeed”

Odds of Success

40%

75%
65%

60%

Possible Success Zone
Poor Alignment
40%

45%

Most Frequent
Mistake

30%

30%
25%

20%
10%

75%

The “talent that drives the engine”

60%

50%

85%

Unlikely Success Zone = “C” & “D” Talent
20%

15%

R -1 to R
Bad Alignment
Odds 3:1 “Likely to Fail”

5%

People “in over their heads”

“D” Level Talent

R -1

“C” Level Talent

“B” Level Talent

R
R 2 to R 6
Demonstrated Leadership Ability (Talent) Level

Proper Alignment Zone
Green Zone 3:1 Likely to Succeed

Misalignment Zone I
Yellow Zone < 50% Odds
Misalignment Zone II
Red Zone 3:1 Likely to Fail

“A” Level Talent

R 7 to R 10
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If out of alignment (in over their heads with lower odds of success) and Struggling or Failing… This
leader may be challenged with obstacles or barriers (complexity of the assignment), their leadership
ability level (talent or experience) and/or their leadership style (behavior) and may not be suitable for
a effectiveness level required for the assignment. Refer to the following 5 level process to more
accurately diagnose the factors that could be sub-optimizing performance (and follow up
recommendations). Also, consider the following additional questions:
 How long has the person been in the role?
1. Were they genuinely ready for the assignment? What is their Percentile ranking?
2. Are there any leadership attributes that are taking away from their effectiveness?
3. If recently appointed, was the assignment “a turnaround?”
4. If yes, provide more time and resources needed to overcome the challenges.
5. If in the role for a “tenured” period of time (2 years or longer), consider if the person will be
successful in turning around the performance in a “reasonable” period of time.

How to best manage “Overleveraged” people that may be struggling to failing.
Level I: Consider coaching for leadership effectiveness style or professional development for skills.
Level II: Consider Obstacle or Barrier removal with challenges within or outside the manager’s control
(see list of the major categories and identify specific challenges).
Level III: Consider a less complex assignment, department (lower DoD or reduced span of control).
Level IV - A: Consider a lower/reduced position of responsibility (moving from manager to supervisor
or staff level). B: Even consider moving out of a management position to a pure technical assignment
for alignment with their unique natural ability or technical skill set because they may not
lead/manage other people as effectively as they can perform as an individual contributor.
Level V: If there is no longer a role for the person, consider moving out of the organization entirely as
a last resort. It could be that there is no longer work for them at this time or it could be that they are
not a fit with the culture of the organization.

Note: As you would expect, if the person is a good fit for the organization and is qualified for the role,
you should be able to implement an intervention in levels I – IV where they can add value to the
organization and ultimately be more successful. Also consider that occasionally a person’s ego will
cause them to consider a demotion to be insulting. They could become negative, pessimistic and
disruptive if left in a position where a new leader replaces them (if this occurs, coach appropriately).
Instructions/Protocol for an Effective Coaching Conversation
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At the end of your diagnosis, you should ask yourself the final qualifying question… Based upon this
leader/manager’s demonstrated ability level (Talent and experience) and based upon the results they
are achieving (expected outcomes), would you hire or appoint this person for the role again? If yes,
then you are obligated to help them become successful.
If no, you need to intervene with a decision because leaving them in the role is a disservice to them
(at a minimum) and potentially damaging (gross negligence) to other stakeholders (customers,
patients etc.). Negligence defined: Knowingly leaving an overleveraged person in a role where they
are failing and expecting a turnaround in performance.

For more information, please contact us at: Right People Right Roles 877-582-8884,
www.rightpeoplerightroles.com
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